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iNDiViDUALS is a premium, Dutch fashion brand initiated by AMFI - Amsterdam
Fashion Institute. The reality-school brand is run by 3rd and 4th-year students and
aims to become a blueprint for the future of sustainable fashion. + Students from all
three AMFI study directions experience and question every aspect of the fashion
supply chain in a professional setting. By offering a course designed around the
combination of true-to-reality practice and experiment, iNDiViDUALS hope to be the
fertile ground necessary for growing change makers.

About



iNDiViDUALS
AND SUSTAINABILITY

iNDIViDUALS aim to focus on one sustainable
development goal. We are a small company
who makes big changes by doing small steps.
The company is going to focus on goal 12,
Responsible Consumption and Production.
This strategy is an explanation of how
iNDIViDUALS will implement social and
environmental responsibilities in our company
guidelines.

We try to constantly develop our sustainability
goals to make sure the company grows and is
in line with what we do at that moment. To be a
blueprint for the industry, it means that we
need to tell a clear story to our consumers. We
are trying to do that by being transparent in
what we produce, even if that means that we
did not find the best solution.

iNDIViDUALS wants to work together with a
non-profit organisation which is active in
climate change or which can be an inspiration
for other fashion brands. For our sales
experiment, the brand wants to collaborate
with Fashion Revolution, a company that
inspires on changing the world in order to save
it and make it a better place. For our end event
we work together with Stichting Mediamatic
Amsterdam. This foundation does a lot of
research in sustainability. By sponsoring them
they can keep on doing their research.

Our strategy
We are going to replace the quantity of
packaging by offering quality items that adopt
to everyone’s needs. If we continue the way we
are consuming plastic packaging as short-term
solution, we will create an error in future
consumption and the environment. We have
written three future scenarios, based on
research, to show the costumer that changes
are really happening. Our future scenarios
(drought, flood and migration) show
consequences of the system error of
packaging overload. We need to shift the
consumer’s mind to reduce the need of
packaging by showing a better alternative.

Through our pioneering approach we are
changing the status quo within the fashion
industry. With a smile on our face we tell you
about how you can change your behaviour for
a better the world. Our tone of voice is straight
forward, sustainability never has been so
mischievous and fun.
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Social sustainability
iNDiViDUALS will show the impact of our consumption
behaviour, the need of plastic packaging and its resulting
waste. We will do so through an educative event for the
visitors by showing the core of our concept, our process and
the outcome.

It’s always the preference of iNDiViDUALS to keep the
production as close as possible to minimize affecting climate
change. The priority is that every human-being involved in the
process gets the minimum living-wage and only work with
factories that are certificated. A great example of this is the
supplier Waste2Wear. This supplier only uses plastic bottles
to produce fabrics. Every item that they develop has a label
inside them, that informs the consumer how many plastic
bottles were used for that particular item and by scanning a
QR code, the consumer is able to see the life-cycle of the
garment. By giving the customer the opportunity to learn more
about the origin of their garment and awareness will be
created. The customer feels like they’ve done something
good, which results in a psychic reward. This increases the
chance that they will remain buying sustainable goods.
Therefore, being transparent and right brand communication
is extremely important in order to achieve this.

Environmental sustainability
Climate change is now affecting every
country on every continent. It is
disrupting national economies and
affecting lives, communities and
countries today and even more
tomorrow. Weather patterns are
changing, sea levels are rising, weather
events are becoming more extreme and
greenhouse gas emissions are now at
their highest levels in history. Without
action, the world’s average surface
temperature is likely to surpass 3
degrees centigrade this century. The
poorest and most vulnerable people are
being affected the most.

Commitments



Sustainable materials
The fabrics we use are either sustainable in their
consumption or are leftovers from our own stock
or from the stock of our partners. But this is not
only the case for our fabrics. We also make sure
our trimmings and other (branding) elements we
use in the company are leftovers, reused or
recycled.

If printing is needed, the aim is to find the most
sustainable way of printing. An example can be
to work with a sustainable supplier who only
uses recycled paper and prints in dots to keep
the ink use reduced. The use of a digital screen
for three minutes will cost more energy than
printing it. This is one of the reasons why printing
sometimes is necessary.

Material strategy

Zero waste
iNDiViDUALS encourage to minimize the waste
that is created in the textile industry, both pre and
post-consumer. It includes zero waste cutting and
recycling, but it also introduces the idea at the
outset that the brand needs to avoid producing
stuff that doesn’t work, that people don’t want.
Zero waste in cutting will happen with for example
trimmings. By using all the leftover fabrics for
trimmings, iNDIViDUALS make sure to use all the
fabric that are bought.

A lot of companies work with seasons, or even
with multiple collections within a season. Our
garments aren’t linked to a season. The garments
are for everyday all day a year. This slow way of
designing will help people to make wise decisions
and not buy not only what they like but also what
they need and can have for the rest of their life.



We prioritize local production in Europe and using sustainable materials. We also wish to take
responsibility by doing collaborations with sustainable brands and artists or with brands that are
aiming to be more sustainable.

Every step we take in this company will be with care. Especially when we select our partners. To make
this a little easier, we pay a lot attention to all the certificates that our partners have. Here are the
certificates with our main focus.

Global Organic Textile Standard
GOTS guarantees the biological status of textiles from the harvest of raw materials to the ecologically
and socially responsible production and labeling of products. The standard relates to the processing,
production, packaging, labeling, trade and distribution of all types of textile that consist of at least 70%
certified organic, natural fibers. The end product can be yarn, fabric, clothing or home textiles (and
more). This standard does not apply to leather products.

BLUESIGN
Each textile product is the result of a comprehensive manufacturing process. Raw materials and many
other components are needed for this, such as dyes or chemical auxiliary materials. The bluesign®
SYSTEM offers solutions for manufacturers of these components. They can have their production
processes and composition of the components tested based on the bluesign® CRITERIA and optimize
sustainability. Tested and sustainably produced components are designated as bluesign® APPROVED.
Thus, step by step, there are no missing links in sustainable materials and work steps – from the raw
material to the finished product.

OEKO TEX
The STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX® is a worldwide consistent, independent testing and certification 
system for raw, semi-finished, and finished textile products at all processing levels, as well as 
accessory materials used. Examples of articles that can be certified: raw and dyed/finished yarns, 
woven and knitted fabrics, accessories, such as buttons, zip fasteners, sewing threads or labels, 
ready-made articles of various types (garments of all types, domestic and household textiles, bed linen, 
terry products and much more).

Forest Stewardship Council
The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an international organization that is committed to
conservation and responsible forest management worldwide. Responsible forest management for FSC
means when the ecological, social and economic aspects of forest management are taken into account
in a balanced way.

The Zero Discharge of Hazardous Chemicals
The ZDHC Roadmap to Zero Programme takes a holistic approach to tackling the issue of hazardous
chemicals in the global textile, leather and footwear value chain. Their goal is to eliminate the use of
priority hazardous chemicals by focussing on the following areas: Manufacturing Restricted
Substances List (MRSL) & Conformity Guidance, Wastewater Quality, Audit Protocol, Research, Data
and Disclosure, and Training.

Certificates



The Schoeller Spinning Group
The Schoeller Spinning Group is a global supplier of yarns with a particular focus on worsted yarn.
They offer a large range of products and work in close collaboration with their customers. They firmly
believe that spinning together will yield the best solutions.
The Schoeller Spinning Group is a company with not only a BLUESIGN certificate, but also GOTS.

Bims Tekstil
This facility company approaches textiles as a valuable form of art. They acknowledge that beauty and
feelings are essential, yet insufficient without the story that binds them together. With two main and
two transition collections each year, they share this approach with their prestigious customers through
our products, high- quality service, work ethics and principles. Bims Tekstil is a production facility with
certificate OEKO TEX and ZDHC.

Ecological Textiles 
Ecological Textiles is a Dutch company which offers fabrics, yarns and dyes that are processed and
manufactured in a sustainable way. They almost exclusively work with natural materials such as cotton,
wool, hemp, linen and silk. Ecological Textiles stands for sustainable production and only uses organic,
GOTS certified cotton.

Bo Weevil 
Bo Weevil has been at the basis of organically certified cotton and has therefore made an important
contribution to a more sustainable world. Now, almost 30 years later, they still continue to do this by
making high-quality organic cotton available more easily. Accessible, contemporary and affordable.Bo
Weevil is certificated with a GOTS certification.

Anita Pavani 
Anita Pavani Fabrics aims to revitalise and reinvent fabrics of natural fibres. Their selection offers about
a thousand different fabrics and textiles – such as cotton, linen, silk, hemp, bamboo, ramie, virgin wool,
nettle and Edelhaare (cashmere, mohair, angora, camel). They sell fabrics without certification but also
with. The fabrics we used are certified with a GOTS certification.

Pure Fabrics
Pure Fabricz is a wholesale distributor of organic fabrics. All their fabrics are made from
environmentally friendly materials and are produced in conformity with the Global Organic Textile
Standards. They are committed to help changing the world of cotton. They also try to act responsible in
other ways, by using green energy, recycle their waste, reuse packing and their stationary also is made
of recycled paper.

Below you will find a list of other suppliers we used. They don’t have any certifications but are small
businesses nearby the office:
• Fabric House
• De Steek
• A-Boeke
• Boerenbonthal
• Het Klein Vakhuis
• Jan de Vakman
• ‘t Winkeltje/ AMFI 
• Frank

Suppliers



SDG’S

GOAL 12, Responsible Consumption and Production
Goal 12 ensures that we develop a sustainable way of consuming and producing, which is what we are
aiming for in our iNDiViDUALS generation. With our stock sale and with a solution to rent our garments
at LENA library, we offer consumers a sustainable way of consuming. We are creating awareness about
what is going on in the world and why we need to do things differently. Education is still needed for
sustainable production, so that’s what we are going to do. The fashion industry contributes around
10% of the global greenhouse gas emissions energy by their intensive production. The industry
consumes more energy than the aviation and shipping industry combined. The fashion industry
produces about 20% of global waste water. iNDiViDUALS don’t want to punish people in their
behaviour but want to inspire and educate them.

Because goal 12 stands for a sustainable infrastructure, providing access to green, decent jobs and
services to achieve a better quality of life, we want to implementation it, to achieve overall development
plans, reduce future economic environmental and social costs, strengthen economic competitiveness
and reduce poverty.
It means being aware of every step you make yourself as an individual in a company, but also the steps
that the business makes.

Besides that, it means being responsible for the products we produce and consume, not only as an
employee but also in your behaviour and habits in your private life. Also it means being responsible for
what our consumers consume. In house, the company requests everyone employee to bring their own
mugs for coffee or tea. Don’t use paper cups, plastic plates or throw away cutlery. Besides that, trash
is separated and trying to have as little waste as possible is an aim.

If you want to know more about our vision of this Sustainable Development Goals, please read the
appendix.



By implementing sustainable development goal 12, we have to think about the consequences from start to
end. The brand always takes into consideration if there is the ability to use left-over fabrics. This is the
most sustainable way for the design department to development toiles and samples and also for
management regarding production.
If using left-overs is not possible, it will start at the farms where the raw materials are grown. The farmers
are getting paid at least the minimum living wage. As a result, the farmers can pay for the life basics. This
means for example, a roof above the head and food for their family.
Many farmers around the world get underpaid. This even caused a massive increase in suicides in India,
where 11% of all suicides were committed by farmers.
Ideally, the farmers are also able to weave fabrics out of raw materials. If this is not possible, it should be
transported to the factory in the greenest way possible in order to minimize emissions. Once the fabrics
are weaved, the production of the garments can be done, if possible, in the same factory. If not, it should
be taken to another factory in a most green possible way.

The Iconic styles that are produced can be rented or borrowed. We are a fashion brand so these garments
will be part of our legacy and can be used on request.
The Corporate styles contains ten overalls and forty bags. The company strives to sell these garments
during events. If eventually there are still a couple items left, the next generation is able to sell these since
these styles will be permanent in the collection.

All the deliverables for branding cannot be harmful for the planet. Not only from a company perspective on
the industry, but also from us as individuals and from all the partners and parties the brand works with.
The company has to do this during the iNDiViDUALS program and have to keep doing this as a way of
working after the program.

In house, the company requests everyone employee to bring their own mugs for coffee or tea. Don’t use
paper cups, plastic plates or throw away cutlery. Besides that, trash is separated and trying to have as
little waste as possible is an aim.

The reasons, the company wants to be responsible is because the concept is about sustainability and
adaptability, also because it’s a part of the corporate values of iNDiViDUALS and because the brand wants
to be a blueprint for the industry. By telling future scenarios iNDIViDUALS came up with ourselves, the
brand is going to tell a straight forward story to raise awareness. iNDIViDUALS doesn’t focus on what
happened but on how the brand wants to adapt to it in the future. By educating our target group about
climate change and let them be aware what is happening.

IMPLEMENTATION



COLLABORATION

One of the main cores values of iNDiViDUALS is sustainability. Any collaboration with a third-party should
be aligned with those values. Therefore, the brand has a fabric and trimming benchmark, which is added in
this report.
The benchmark explains the possibilities and options regarding suitable fabrics and trimmings for
products. Use of any other fabrics which are not mentioned in the benchmark is not allowed. If for some
reasons other fabrics are needed, this always has to be discussed with iNDiViDUALS first.
All sketches, technical drawings and information delivered by iNDiViDUALS is highly confidential and in
property of the brand.

GENERATION26 is an iNDiViDUALS brand that had a collaboration with JUMBO. Working together is
exited, but we have to keep in mind that all the deliverables are in de sustainable requirements of our
company. If JUMBO is not able to meet that requirements, the collaboration will be stopped, and JUMBO
will lose the rights to use any of the sketches, technical drawings or prints developed by iNDiViDUALS.

Sustainable requirements for JUMBO x iNDiViDUALS collaboration:

• JUMBO can only source fabrics and trimmings within the requirements of the benchmark.
• Completely slave and child-free produced under conditions as described in the guidelines from the

International Labor Organization.
• Production facilities are certificated by BSCI or SEDEX
• If any third-parties will be involved, for example an agency: the third-party always should deliver

documents that proof that every facility that is (partly) involved in this production, meets the
standard mentioned above.

If JUMBO decides not to start the development or production of a new bag but only use the prints
developed by iNDiViDUALS, the same guidelines has to be taken into consideration.
For print development, iNDiViDUALS can recommend you some suppliers. One of them is Waste2Wear.
This supplier produces sustainable shopping bags and they also offer a printing service.



Fabrics criteria Jumbo x iNDiViDUALS
iNDiViDUALS has created a fabric benchmark for JUMBO, based on the MADE-BY benchmark and is
divided into the classes highly sustainable, medium sustainable and low sustainable. Non-sustainable
fabrics are not taken into consideration at all. All fabrics need to have a certificated eco-label(s).

Highly sustainable*
• Organic hemp
• Jute
• Organic linen

Medium sustainable*
• Mechanically recycled polyester
• Mechanically recycled nylon
• Organic cotton

Low sustainable*
• Chemically recycled polyester

*Highly sustainable fabrics are mono fabrics that therefore can be easily recycled. The material is grown
without pesticides and fertilizers.
*Medium sustainable fabrics are fabrics that did not need any new resources by being mechanically
recycled. These are also fabrics that use natural pesticides and fertilizers, such as organic cotton.
*Low sustainable fabrics are recycled fabrics that did not need any new resources, but there are
chemicals used in the process.

Trims criteria Jumbo x iNDiViDUALS
For the Jumbo x iNDiViDUALS, three different trimmings are used: Velcro, buckles, D-rings.
Below the criteria regarding these trimmings.
• Velcro: Make sure there is no solvent involved (many manufactures use this for the coating).
• Buckles: Using biodegradable (100% PLA) or recycled plastic
• D-rings: Using only scrap steel (no other metals)

Manufacturing
We expect the manufacturing to be fully responsible and according to fair trade production guidelines.

Benchmark JUMBO x iNDiViDUALS



Vision on fabrics and trims
Since sustainability is the core element of iNDiViDUALS, it is important to source sustainable fabrics
and trims for every design which will be sampled or produced. Therefore, iNDiViDUALS has created a
benchmark which is an overview of all the possibilities the brand has regarding fabric and trimming
sourcing. Other fabrics or trimmings are not allowed, unless it is discussed, approved and decided
necessary by the Sustainability Manager.

CLASS A

Mechanically
Recycled Nylon

Mechanically
Recycled Polyester

Organic Flax (Linen)

Organic Hemp

Recyled Wool

MONO-Stock Fabrics*

CLASS B

Chemically Recycled
Nylon

Chemically Recycled
Polyster

CRAILAR@ FLAX

Monocel@
(Bamboo Lyocell Product)

TENCEL@
(Lenzing Lyocell Product)

CLASS C

Conventional Flax (Linen)

Conventional Hemp

PLA

Ramie

Stock Fabrics**

Recycled Garments

CLASS D

Stock Fabrics***
(other companies/ 

designers)

Fabrics from other
industiers***

* Mono Stock fabrics: placed in CLASS A, because of the easy recycling process and lower CO2 emission.

** Stock fabrics (iNDiViDUALS stock): placed in CLASS C, because the fabrics may be blended and more difficult to recycle.

*** Stock fabrics from other companies and industries placed in CLASS D, because the fabrics may be blended and transportation may causehigher CO2
emission.

CLASS A

No Trims

CLASS B

Stock Trims*
(iNDiViDUALS stock)

CLASS C

Recycled Buttons 
and Zippers

Stock Trims**
(other companies/ 

designers)

Reused Trims**
(second hand/ vintage)

* iNdiViDUALS Stock trims: places in CLASS B, because the trims may be difficult to recycle or may be not recyclable
at all.

** Stock trims from other companies/ industreis and reused trims: placed in CLASS C, because the trims may be not
recyclable and transportation may cause higher CO2 emission.

Fabric sourcing and trims



12) Ensure sustainable consumption & production patterns by not using to much paper but also experiment with
CATCAM and CLO3D

12.2) iNDiViDUALS wants to be a blueprint for the industry but especially for the next generation of iNDiViDUALS.
Sustainable management and use of natural resources will be covered by resourcing all the materials that we need to
use carefully. All our research will be collected in an archive for all the following generations to use.

12.2.1) Sustainability is a word companies often use but not very often are these aspects well implemented as goals
in their business plan. Taking responsibility in sustainable consumption and production is not only a way to attract
consumers or to create brand engagement. By taking responsibility, iNDiViDUALS is an inspiration for other brands, a
blueprint for the industry and show them that it’s not necessary to harm the earth and the people living on it in
order to have a successful company. Through our collaboration with a service we use almost every day: the
supermarket, we discovered the alarming use of disposable plastic. We want to our consumers to be more aware
that their consumer behavior has a huge impact on the environment. Let the change be from the consumer and not
wait until the industry does so.

12.4) We want to create a setup to achieve the environmentally sound management of chemicals and all wastes
throughout their life cycle, in accordance with agreed international frameworks, and significantly reduce their
release to air, water and soil in order to minimize their adverse impacts on human health and the environment.
Because generation26 only exists for half a semester we can’t research all the parties we work with if they are far
away. We only choose companies close by which has a sustainability certificate. Choosing to do so will also keep the
transpiration CO2 emissions as low as possible.

12.5) Sustainable reduce of waste generation through prevention, reduction, recycling and reuse.

12.6) Encourage companies, especially large and transnational companies, to adopt sustainable practices and to
integrate sustainability information into their reporting cycle. That is the core of this company. We want to be a
blueprint for the industry. Making big impact with small changes and adjustments to save the world.

12.8) iNDiViDUALS Generation26 want to ensure that people everywhere have relevant information and awareness
for sustainable development and lifestyles in harmony with nature. We want to promote universal understanding of
sustainable lifestyles by education during this generation. By constantly striving to promote a sustainable lifestyle we
will make this an important part of our sustainable guidelines. We are sharing with you the people that inspire us the
most but also how our consumers can do it better and where sustainable solutions are closer than you think.

12.A) Support developing countries to strengthen their scientific and technological capacity to move towards more
sustainable patterns of consumption and production. We strive to develop more and more innovative for all the
deliverables this semester.

12.C) Remove market distortions that encourage wasteful consumption. You will have noticed; our prices are not
quite aligned with the ones of bigger fashion retailers in the market. Our higher price point comes from smaller
quantities, better quality and lot of research to make sure our garments will not only be your favorite, but also that
you can wear it a long time.

Appendix
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